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Crumbling Manor House Sets the Stage for Celtic Mystery
Three possible futures are explored in the thoughtprovoking novel Dreams in Stone. See what happens
when a researcher for a newspaper inherits a rundown
Tudor manor house named Stratwick Hall.
Alec lacks ambition, unlike his girlfriend and
colleague, Trisha, a junior reporter. When he learns of
his inheritance, the couple decide to spend the
summer at the hall. Their arrival creates a stir in the
conservative village because Alec is of mixed race,
while Trisha has an Asian background. Alec
discovers mysterious metal rings hanging on tree
branches around a small pool in the grounds. One
night he observes a woman appear to walk across the
water to a tiny island, where she kneels before a small
stone. Alec discovers the pool is an old Celtic site.
Trisha and Alec disagree over the future of the
unconventional hall, unaware that the villagers have
very different development plans in mind. The story
shows how people see the past differently and that the
decisions we make today will change the future.
DREAMS IN STONE (ISBN: 978-1-62212-886-0) is now available for $16.97 and can be
ordered through the publisher’s website:
http://sbpra.com/PhilSuggitt or at www.amazon.com or www.barnesandnoble.com.
WHOLESALERS: This book is distributed by Ingram Books and other wholesale distributors.
Contact your representative with the ISBN for purchase. Wholesale purchase for retailers,
universities, libraries, and other organizations is also available through the publisher; please email
bookorder@aeg-online-store.com.

About the Author: Born in Sherwood, Nottingham, Phil Suggitt now lives in Ware,
Hertfordshire. He has written a previous novel, Shadow and Substance, and has been a teacher,
education adviser and the author of numerous educational books. In addition, he has worked as a
pop music journalist and as an illustrator, cartoonist, and pork pie maker.
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ABOUT: Strategic Book Publishing and Rights Co, LLC provides book publishing, book marketing, and e-Book services to over
10,000 writers around the world, employing 150 people who live throughout the US and work virtually through
telecommunication. Strategic Book Publishing and Rights Co, LLC is experiencing over 30% growth per year, having published
approximately 3000 authors with almost 100 new releases per month. Our books are available through Ingram, the largest book
distributor in the world, as well as in bookstores, through Amazon, Barnes & Noble and all online channels. Strategic Book
Publishing and Rights Co, LLC attends and exhibits at the major book expositions in London, New York, China, and Germany
each year.
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